Velma is the real deal. Not one for long boring introductions, so let me sum up her value in just a few words:

With over 20 years experience Velma has provided training from the classroom to the boardroom, including serving in both Marketing and Membership roles for a 56 million-member organization.

Velma is a Bahamian American International Speaker who has presented for organizations in the US, Australia, Canada, and throughout the Caribbean.

She is a Best-selling Author, Speaker, Coach and Trainer.

Velma is a student of Leadership, Communication, and Personal Growth.
An Entrepreneur, Traveler, Bird Watcher, Photographer, Woman of Faith, and Friend.

**Bottom line:** Velma’s energetic style will inspire you for action! Her goal is to help you BE MORE, DO MORE and ACHIEVE MORE, because she believes you deserve - IMMEASURABLY more.

Please welcome Velma Knowles